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Abstract

Why do banks decide to reach their target capital ratio by selling assets and/or issuing

new shares? To answer this question, we o�er a simple framework in which each channel of

adjustment is costly; underwriting and dilution costs for equity issuance, pro�t reduction and

price impact for asset sale. We make the assumption that the aim of the bank is to minimize the

total adjustment cost subject to the target's constraint and we derive its optimal strategy. The

solution is formulated in terms of two critical thresholds for which we give an explicit formula.

We then compare our model's predictions to the decisions taken by two European systemic

banks (Deutsche Bank and UniCredit) to issue new shares in 2017 and for which the target

ratio was publicly disclosed. We show that the predictions of the model are consistent with the

observed decisions.
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1 Introduction

In the aftermath of the global �nancial crisis of 2008, as a response to the de�ciencies of the current

banking regulation (Basel I or Basel II), regulators designed a new framework called Basel III (�rst

published in 2010 and updated in 2011), intended to provide a foundation for a resilient banking

system that will help avoid the build-up of systemic vulnerabilities. Under Basel III, regulators

place a greater focus on going-concern loss-absorbing capital called Tier 1 capital, the best form

of capital. Compared to Basel II, the minimum Tier 1 risk-based capital requirement de�ned as

Tier 1 divided by the risk-weighted assets (Tier 1
RWA ) is now higher and bank dependent due to the

existence of bu�ers that depend upon the characteristics of each bank. A new Tier 1 risk-unweighted

capital requirement, called the leverage ratio and de�ned as Tier 1 divided by the (total) exposure

( Tier 1
Exposure) has also been introduced1 and will be enforced in 2023. After this date, banks will thus

have to comply with two Tier 1 capital ratios. In the empirical literature on the subject, it is

shown that large banks maintain their risk-based capital ratios higher than the minimum required

(e.g., [Berger et al., 2008, Memmel and Raupach, 2010]), which suggests the existence of a target

capital ratio. Interestingly, some banks even disclose their target ratio. For instance, Deutsche

Bank and Unicredit announced in March, 2017 a target Common Equity Tier 1 risk-based capital

ratio equal to 14.1% and 12.9% respectively. To reach this target capital ratio, a given bank

must thus adjust its balance sheet and there are two main (non-exclusive) channels of adjustments

([Gropp et al., 2019], [Cohen and Scatigna, 2016], [Juelsrud and Wold, 2020]). A bank can increase

its regulatory capital ratio by increasing the numerator of the capital ratio (capital increase) or by

decreasing the denominator of the capital ratio (asset shrinking/risk-reduction).

As all large corporations, a large bank can increase its capital ratio by issuing new equity,

that is, by selling new shares through a capital increase. A bank can also sell a portion of its

risky assets to repay its debt and this increases its capital ratio. As opposed to most corpora-

tions, a bank may also increase its capital ratio by using a risk-reduction strategy, that is, it can

sell a portion of its risky assets in order to decrease its risk-weighted assets (RWA), the denom-

inator of the capital ratio. Each channel of adjustment (capital increase, asset shrinking/risk-

reduction) turns out to be costly. Consider the capital increase channel. Issuing new stocks via

an underwritten rights o�ering is far from being free as there are direct costs (underwriter com-

pensation, registration and listing fees...) and indirect costs (stock price reaction to the o�ering

announcement, see [Eckbo et al., 2007] for a comprehensive review and discussion). Moreover, this

new issuance will also dilute existing shareholders since in percentage, their ownership will de-

crease. Consider now the asset shrinking/risk-reduction channel. Selling a large amount of risky

assets may negatively impact the price of these assets due to the existence of a price impact (e.g.,

[French et al., 2010, Shleifer and Vishny, 2011, Greenwood et al., 2015]), and this may in turn de-

crease the capital of the bank. Moreover, when a bank sells a portion of its risky assets (and/or

replace high risk weights assets with low risk weights assets), the expected pro�tability of that bank

1This ratio is designed to act as a backstop against risk-weighted assets that would be considered as too low by

regulators.
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will also decrease.

It is the aim of the present paper to o�er a theoretical model in which a large bank seeks to

reach (in the short term) its target capital ratio by considering the two main channels of adjustment

discussed above when each channel is costly. We make the natural assumption that the bank chooses

the channel of adjustment (possibly a mix) that minimizes the overall cost of adjustment. The choice

of the channel(s) of adjustment thus is formulated as an optimization problem which is in general

non-linear. Depending upon the parameters, it may be more cost-e�cient for the bank either to

issue new shares or to sell the risky assets or even to do both, and we derive the optimal strategy of

the bank. To facilitate the confrontation with observed decisions, we formulate the optimal strategy

in terms of two critical thresholds (indeed critical spread) cl and ch (with cl < ch) where a critical

spread is de�ned as the total issuance cost divided by the gross proceeds. We show that when the

observed spread is lower than the lowest critical spread cl, it is optimal for the bank to issue new

shares only. On the other hand, when the observed spread is higher than the highest critical spread

denoted ch, it is optimal to sell risky assets only. In between, it is optimal to both issue new stocks

and sell a portion of the risky assets.

The �rst contribution of this paper is theoretical in that we provide a complete and explicit solu-

tion to the optimization problem, that is, a closed form solution for the two critical thresholds cl and

ch that are also of interest for regulators and supervisors. From a �nancial stability point of view, the

greater these two thresholds are, the better it is. Everything else equal, when cl is high, this increases

the chance that the bank will issue new stocks only. To the best of our knowledge, it is the �rst pa-

per that attempts to incorporate the possibility for the bank to issue new stocks when each channel

of adjustment (asset sale, equity issuance) is costly. In most models, only deleveraging is considered

(e.g., [Braouezec and Wagalath, 2018], [Duarte and Eisenbach, 2015], [Greenwood et al., 2015]).

The second contribution of this paper is empirical in that we exploit the recent capital increase

of two European large banks to test the predictions of the model. In the �rst quarter of 2017, two

European Global Systemically Important banks (G-SIBs), Deutsche Bank and UniCredit decided

to issue new shares via an underwritten rights o�ering. Interestingly, they publicly disclosed their

target capital ratio, expressed in terms of the CET1 capital ratio. Equipped with this information,

the (model) parameters can be calibrated and we are now in a position to test whether or not our

model is able to predict the optimal behavior of each bank. In both cases, the observed decisions

are consistent with our theoretical predictions. The observed cost is lower than the lowest critical

spread so that it is optimal for the bank to issue new shares only, which is exactly what they did.

It may be worthwhile to mention that in June, 2016, the Eurosystem started to make purchases

under its new corporate sector purchase programme (CSPP) in order to support the EU banking

sector assets.

To complement the empirical analysis of these two banks, we also consider the smallest (non-

systemic) banks listed on the website of the European Banking Authority (EBA) for which the expo-

sure measure is between e200 billion and e250 billion. Assuming, as in [Alt�nk�l�ç and Hansen, 2000],
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that the spread paid is a U-shaped function of the gross proceeds, we show that our bank-by-bank re-

sult might explain the empirical �nding of [De Jonghe and Öztekin, 2015], namely that it is optimal

for small banks to sell their risky assets rather than to issue new shares.

This paper is related to the literature on bank's target capital ratio and/or bank's channels of

adjustments, see for instance [Bakkar et al., 2019], [Berger et al., 2008],[Kok and Schepens, 2013],

[Memmel and Raupach, 2010], [Öztekin and Flannery, 2012], [Shimizu, 2015] but departs from it in

two respects. First, as opposed to this literature, we consider a theoretical model that we calibrate

for each bank using public data and we compare the observed decision with its predictions, i.e., we

do not test any statistical model. Second, we do not consider a partial adjustment model in which it

may take several years for the bank, everything else equal, to reach the target capital ratio because

the speed of adjustment is lower than one. Within our framework, we consider a two-period model,

say date 0 and date 1, and we assume that the target should be reached at time 1, that is, we make

the implicit assumption that the speed of adjustment is equal to one. Since we consider a short

period (few months), we exclude the possibility to increase retained earnings to reach the target.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we present a literature

review on the subject. In the third section, we present our theoretical framework and then state our

theoretical results. In the fourth section, we present in detail the way we calibrate the parameters

of the model and discuss the capital increase done by two European systemic banks in the �rst

quarter of 2017. In the �fth section, we brie�y consider the case where the spread is a U -shaped

function of the gross proceeds. The last section of the paper is devoted to a brief conclusion.

2 Literature review: banks capital requirements and channels of

adjustment

Capital structure: debt versus equity. The literature on capital structure began with the

so-called Modigliani-Miller theorem which states that the value of a �rm is invariant with respect

to its capital structure, that is, whether the �rm is �nanced with equity only, debt only or a

mix (i.e., debt and equity) has no impact on its value. In the Modigliani-Miller world, the capital

structure only impacts the distribution of the surplus generated by the economic activity of the �rm�

the earning before interest and taxes (EBIT)�distributable to claim-holders (debt holders/equity

holders). Consider the situation at a given point in time and let C be the �nancial expenses such as

the coupon of a bond to be paid to bondholders at that time. When there is no default risk and no

corporate income tax, bondholders receive C (for sure) while shareholders receive EBIT− C. The
sum of the revenues (perceived by bondholders and shareholders) is equal to EBIT and this means

that the capital structure, that is, whether the �rm is �nanced with equity only or with a mix, has

no impact on the value of the �rm (here the EBIT) but only impacts its distribution2. This famous

2See [Braouezec, 2010] for a classical and modern presentation of this result. The modern approach makes use of

continuous-time models together with the no-arbitrage principle.
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invariance result published in 1958 makes however a number of important assumptions�complete

information, homemade leverage, risk class, no bankruptcy, no corporate income tax�that are not

always realistic. We refer to [Stiglitz, 1988] for a lucid discussion of these assumptions. Since the

publication of the Modigliani and Miller article, the aim of the literature on the subject has been

precisely to relax these assumptions in order to inquire (theoretically and empirically) whether or

not the capital structure of �rms matters. This literature is now extremely large and contains

di�erent approaches and models, see for instance the review paper by [Harris and Raviv, 1991] or

[Myers, 2001].

Tradeo� theory versus pecking order theory. In Modigliani-Miller analysis, it is assumed that

there is no default risk and no corporate income tax. As long as there is a positive corporate

income tax τax, the sum of revenues perceived by shareholders and bondholders is now equal to

C + (EBIT − C)(1 − τax) = EBIT(1 − τax) + τaxC and is an increasing function of C due to the

tax-shield e�ect. However, when C is too large, default risk increases so that the (expected) cost of

�nancial distress also increases. Within this approach, called the tradeo� theory, the optimal capital

structure (that results from the coupon that maximizes the value of the �rm) is the best tradeo�

between the tax advantage of the debt and the cost of possible �nancial distress. But this is only

one possible explanation. Another approach, perhaps simpler, is called the pecking order theory and

says basically that the �rm will make use of debt when internal cash �ow is not enough to �nance

the investment project. As the name suggests, the pecking order theory of capital structure leads

to an order. Firms prefer internal to external �nance but if external funds are needed to �nance

the investment project, the �rm should issue debt before equity (see [Myers, 2001] for more on this

subject).

Agency costs of debt. In the Modigliani-Miller world, it is implicitly assumed that there is

no con�ict of interest between the various stakeholders, in part because the investment policy

of the �rm is given. The only problem consists in choosing the �nancing policy, that is, debt,

equity or both. However, in practice, there are potentially various con�icts of interest between

managers, bondholders and shareholders precisely because the investment policy is not given. For

instance, when an investment project is essentially �nanced with debt, due to limited liabilities,

shareholders have an incentive to choose a project which is riskier than the one they would choose

if the project was �nanced with equity only. This phenomenon is known in the literature as the

asset substitution problem (see [Harris and Raviv, 1991], section I for more on this subject). An

important body of literature on agency cost (in line with capital structure) began with the seminal

paper by [Meckling and Jensen, 1976], in which the optimal capital structure of the �rm is obtained

by trading o� the agency cost of debt against the bene�t of debt. We refer the reader to the

review theory papers by [Harris and Raviv, 1991] and [Myers, 2001] but also to the chapter two

of [Tirole, 2010]. It should be noted to conclude that, as observed in [Myers, 2001], there is no

universal theory of capital structure and even no reason to expect one.

Banks' capital requirements and channels of adjustment.

The vast majority of the literature on capital structure is devoted to non-�nancial �rms and
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thus excludes �nancial institutions such as banks. However, banks are of particular interest not

only because they are �nancial institutions, that is, with a particular balance sheet (securities both

appear on the asset and liability side) but also because they are heavily regulated, which means

that they are not allowed to freely choose their capital structure. Since the asset side of the banks'

balance sheet is essentially composed with securities (subject to market risk and/or to counterparty

risk) and loans (subject to credit risk), equity (or capital) is designed to absorb the asset losses as

a going concern, that is, without impeding the usual activity of the bank. Regulators thus impose

a minimal percentage of the banks' activities that must be �nanced with equity. After the 2008

�nancial crisis, to take into account the de�ciencies of Basel I and II, the Basel Committee on

Banking Supervision3 (BCBS) published a document known as Basel 3, designed to strengthen the

global capital framework. The BCBS makes a distinction between two types of capital, Tier 1 capital

(going-concern capital), which is the sum of Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) and additional Tier 1

(AT1) and Tier 2 (gone-concern capital). Beyond the classical risk-based capital ratios (e.g., Tier 1

divided by the risk-weighted assets (RWA)) now subject to various bu�ers (capital surcharge), the

BCBS also introduced a new risk-unweighted capital ratio called the leverage ratio, de�ned as Tier

1 capital divided by the total exposure (a quantity which turns out to be close to the total assets).

In 2023, banks will have to comply two Tier 1 capital ratios, the Tier 1 risk-based capital and the

leverage ratio.

Assume now that a bank wants to increase its Tier 1 capital ratio because its current capital

ratio is lower than its target capital ratio. What are the channels of adjustment that can be used?

Following [Cohen and Scatigna, 2016], there are four main channels of adjustment that can be used

by a bank to increase its risk-based capital ratio. Two channels are related to the liability side while

the two others are related to the asset side.

1. The bank may increase over time its retained earnings by reducing its dividend policy (liability

side). Progressively, everything else equal, the capital of the bank (Tier 1) as well as its Tier

1 capital ratio will increase.

2. The bank can issue new equity at one point in time (liability side). Right after this new issue,

the capital (Tier 1) and thus the Tier 1 capital ratio of the bank will increase. Everything

else equal, Tier 1 capital of the bank as well as its Tier 1 capital ratio will increase.

3. The bank can sell a portion of its loan portfolio and use the proceeds to pay back its debt

(asset side). Everything else equal, Tier 1 capital of the bank as well as its Tier 1 capital ratio

will increase.

4. The bank can reduce its risk-weighted assets by replacing riskier assets with safer ones (asset

side). Everything else equal, the risk-weighted assets will decrease so that the capital ratio

will also increase.
3In December 2017, the BCBS published a document entitled Basel 3 Finalising post-crisis reforms. The complete

document called the Basel framework is available since December, 2019.
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Note importantly that the �rst three channels of adjustment both increase the risk-based capital

ratio and the leverage ratio. However, by replacing assets with high risk weights by assets with low

risk weights, this adjustement will not contribute to increase the leverage ratio as long as the the

total value of the risky assets remains identical.

In a crisis period, that is, when say the overall banking sector has been hit by a common shock, as

in 2007-2008, issuing equity will be very expensive while cutting the dividend policy will take many

years to increase the capital ratio. After such a shock, banks typically choose to adjust their asset

side and quickly deleverage in order to increase their capital ratio, something which is acknowledged

by the Basel Committee. In [BCBS, 2015] (see Graph 1 p. 9), they explicitly consider the case in

which a bank may deleverage by selling tradable securities to increase its risk-based capital ratio

and/or may cut-o� balance sheet exposure to increase its leverage ratio. The reason for this choice

of channel of adjustment is related to the well-known debt Myers (1977) overhang problem4. After

a shock, a bank may be reluctant to raise new equity to fund its (pro�table) investments because

an important portion of the value created will then be siphoned o� by senior creditors of the bank

([Hanson et al., 2011]). In such a debt overhang situation, by acting in the interest of shareholders,

the bank will shrink its assets rather than issue new equity. When many banks deleverage by

selling assets or by replacing risky assets with safe ones, this leads to a generalized asset shrinkage

that is costly for the society. As observed in (([Hanson et al., 2011]), the two primary costs are

credit crunch (that is, banks may stop their lending activity and this can lead to an economic

recession) and �re sales (that is, the price of the securities sold may sharply decrease). Interestingly

and perhaps not so surprisingly, [Kapan and Minoiu, 2018] �nd that during the 2007/2008 �nancial

crisis, banks with ex ante higher level of Tier 1 capital were able to maintain their credit supply

when hit by a shock. [Brunnermeier, 2009] explains in detail the various origins of �re sales during

the �nancial crisis and the vicious circle they generate. When asset prices fall, banks' capital ratio

erodes and leads to �re sales to restore back their capital ratio which in turn push down the price

and so on and so forth (see also [Braouezec and Wagalath, 2019] for a game theoretic equilibrium

approach). These two costs for the society, credit crunch and �re sales, justify the implementation

of a macro prudential regulation, which is by de�nition system-wide focused, and complements the

micro prudential regulation, which is bank-by-bank focused. This macro prudential regulation leads

to various capital bu�ers which in turn leads to higher capital requirements.

In [Gropp et al., 2019], the aim is precisely to inquire how banks adjust their balance sheets in

response to higher capital requirement to understand the real consequence of these higher require-

ments. The authors exploit the 2011 capital exercise conducted by the European Banking Authority

(see also [Greenwood et al., 2015]) and use a sample of 61 banks that were selected based on their

total assets. Their main result is to show that banks decided to decrease their risk-weighted assets

(by 16 percentage points) rather than to increase the capital by issuing new equity. More speci�-

cally, they show that banks reduced their exposure to corporate and retail borrowers. According to

the authors, this lack of incentive to issue new equity can be partly explained by the debt overhang

4See Myers, S. C. (1977). Determinants of corporate borrowing. Journal of �nancial economics, 5(2), 147-175.
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problem. In a related paper, [Bostandzic et al., 2018] also consider the EBA capital exercise as of

2011. Their results are consistent with the one [Gropp et al., 2019] in that they �nd that banks

reduced their risk-weighted assets. Interestingly, they also use several (market) risk measures such

as the Value-at-Risk, the expected shortfall or SRISK and all have increased, which suggests that

the EBA capital exercise failed to increase bank solvency. In [Juelsrud and Wold, 2020], they con-

sider a sample of 110-120 Norvegian banks and exclude foreign banks but also the second largest

Norvegian bank Nordea (see also [Shimizu, 2015] for Japonese banks). An interesting feature of this

article is that Norway is not a member of the EU. In Norway, the increase in capital requirements

was proposed in March 2013 (and adopted in July 2013) and this new requirement was phased in

over two years. Assuming that 2013 Q2 is the reform quarter, they document that banks increased

their capital ratio by reducing the risk-weighted assets (through a reduction in credit supply),

an empirical result which is consistent with [Gropp et al., 2019] and [Bostandzic et al., 2018]. In

[Mayordomo and Rodríguez-Moreno, 2020], using a somewhat larger sample of 144 banks and with

more recent data (i.e., from 2013 to 2017), they also show that the main channel through which

banks increase their risk-based capital ratio is the risk reduction, that is, by rebalancing portfolios

toward assets with lower risk-weights. Using a smaller sample of 35 banks but data from 2000 to

2016, [Klinac and Ercegovac, 2018] document a similar result, banks adapted to the new regulation

by decreasing their credit (risk) exposure.

Overall, these recent papers provide evidence that the main channel of adjustment used by banks

to increase their capital ratio is the asset side, either by reducing the exposure to risky assets or by

rebalancing their portfolios toward safer assets.

3 A simple model of target capital ratio with costly channels of

adjustment

We o�er here a simple model for which the parameters are easy to calibrate using public data. We

consider the case of a systemic universal bank which is subject to the (evolving) Basel regulation

and that holds three types of assets that di�er by their riskiness and their liquidity.

1. A safe asset, cash, which is the value of the bank account of the bank at the central bank.

Cash is not risky and is thus not subject to capital requirement.

2. A risky traded asset such as a stock, an Exchange Traded Fund (ETF), a bond, (possibly a

derivative) for which some capital is required because it is both subject to market risk and

counterparty risk.

3. A set of non-traded loans for which capital is required because they are subject to credit risk.

Banks hold loans in their banking book for a non-negligible fraction (at least 30% of the total

value of the assets) and also hold liquid traded assets in their trading book (stocks, bonds, ETF,

derivatives). Due to the well-known adverse selection problem (e.g., [Diamond and Rajan, 2011])
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loans are illiquid assets and thus are fairly di�cult to resell in the short-term. Since we are interested

to understand the conditions under which a bank will optimally issue new shares only, considering

a model with more than one risky asset would only contribute to complicate the analysis without

new �nancial insights. For the sake of simplicity, as in [Admati et al., 2018] (see their proposition

7), we thus focus on the simplest model in which there is a unique homogenous risky traded asset

subject to capital requirements. Of course, the bank can also invest in a risk-free asset, its bank

account at the central bank, which is thus not subject to capital requirement. In section 4 devoted

to the empirical applications, we shall relax this assumption and we will explicitly consider the case

of two risky assets, a liquid one and an illiquid one. We shall show that as long as the resale value

of this illiquid asset is su�ciently small, nothing is fundamentally changed.

3.1 Bank's balance sheet and target capital ratio

Let v > 0 be the value of cash at time t = 0 and let P and q denote respectively the price (or the

Mark-to-Market more generally) and the quantity of the risky asset held by the bank at date t = 0.

The total value of the assets of the bank at time t = 0 is equal to A = v+ qP . On the liability side,

let D be the sum of deposits and total face value of bonds that have been issued by the bank. Let

E denotes the capital of the bank at time t = 0. From limited liability of shareholders, the value

of total equity at date t = 0 is equal to E = max{A −D; 0} = max{v + qP −D; 0} and we shall

assume that this total capital is positive at time t = 0, that is

E = v + qP −D > 0 (1)

The total capital E is equal to Tier 1 capital K1 plus Tier 2 capital K2, that is E = K1 + K2.

To facilitate the presentation, without loss of generality, we shall assume that E = K1. This

assumption is realistic in practice since the most important component of the total capital is by far

Tier 1 capital. In any event, it is not di�cult from a theoretical point of view to assume that Tier

2 capital is positive. As we shall see, the advantage of this assumption is that the target capital

ratio can be formulated directly by using E rather than a fraction of E equal to K1
E . The following

balance-sheet represents the situation of the bank at time t = 0.

Balance sheet at time t = 0

Assets Liabilities and Equity

Cash: v Debt: D

Risky asset: qP Equity : E

A = v + qP E +D

Since there is only one risky asset, the risk-weighted asset (RWA) can thus be expressed as a

percentage of the value of the risky asset qP . As cash is considered as risk-free by regulators, its

weight is equal to zero and thus is not subject to any capital requirement. The risk-weighted assets

thus is equal to

RWA = αqP (2)
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where α < 1 is the risk-weight associated to the risky asset. Since all the quantities involved, i.e.,

cash, the value of the risky assets and the risk-weighted assets are disclosed in the annual report of

banks, α is easy to calibrate and is equal to

α =
RWA

qP
(3)

Let

θ =
v + qP −D

RWA
=

K1

αqP
(4)

be the regulatory capital ratio of the bank at time t = 0 and let respectively θmin and θ∗ be the

minimum capital ratio and the target capital ratio. For the sake of interest, we shall assume that

θmin ≤ θ < θ∗ (5)

that is, the current capital ratio is lower than the target capital ratio but is higher than the minimum

required. The quantity de�ned as θ∗ − θmin > 0 can be interpreted as a safety spread (or margin).

For the sake of interest, one may assume that at the current date, θ = θmin so that there is no

safety margin.

In the Basel framework, another capital ratio, called the leverage ratio will complement the

classical risk-based capital ratio. The striking feature of this leverage ratio is that it is a risk

unweighted capital ratio de�ned as Tier 1 capital divided by the total exposure, a quantity close to

the total assets. According to a document from the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB)

"The leverage ratio increases the resilience of large, complex and interconnected institu-

tions against higher model risk and uncertainty. Given that large and complex institu-

tions are more likely to rely on internal rating-based approaches to set risk-weighted assets

capital requirements and to have signi�cant trading books with low measured risk, they are

also more likely to be in�uenced by both model risk and uncertainty". ([(ESRB), 2015]

p. 6)

In practice, the leverage ratio is intended for (large) banks that make use of internal models and

is designed to serve as a backstop against an average implied risk-weight that would be arti�cially

low ([BoE, 2017]). Within our simple model, we shall proxy the total exposure by the total value

of the risky asset qP . As a result, the leverage ratio is de�ned as

L =
E

qP
=
K1

qP
(6)

and must be greater than Lmin, the minimum leverage ratio. The risk-based capital ratio and

the leverage ratio turn out to be intimately related since they have the same numerator. The

denominators are however di�erent, it is the risk-weighted assets for the risk-based capital ratio and

the total exposure for the leverage ratio. In practice, the requirements are also di�erent since Lmin
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is equal to 3% while θmin is approximately equal to 8.5%. Within our framework, it is easy to see

from equation (4) that

θ =
L

α
(7)

that is, the leverage ratio and the risk-based capital ratio are equal up to the inverse of the implied

risk-weight term equal to 1
α , something observed for instance in [(ESRB), 2015]. From an empirical

point of view, the simple relation between the Tier 1 risk-based capital ratio and the leverage ratio

(given in equation (7)) can be more complex since the value of the risky assets and the total exposure

may not coincide. However, for most banks, total assets and total exposure do not di�er by more

than 5% and this means that equation (7) provides an accurate relation.

To understand why the leverage ratio acts as a backstop against an arti�cially low risk-weighted

assets, we shall follow the presentation o�ered in [(ESRB), 2015] annex 1 and in [BoE, 2017]. Let

Kθ
1 = θminαqP be the capital of the bank required by the risk-based capital ratio and KL

1 = LminqP

be the capital required by the leverage ratio. The leverage ratio and the risk-based capital ratio

are said to be equally stringent when KL
1 = Kθ

1 , which is equivalent to an implied weight equal to

αc = Lmin
θmin

called the critical average risk weight. Note that since αc depends upon Lmin and θmin
only, the critical threshold αc is a quantity which is �xed by regulators.

Assume that KL
1 > Kθ

1 , that is, the capital required by the leverage ratio is greater than the

capital required by the risk-based capital ratio. It is easy to show that this is equivalent to α < αc

and it is precisely in that sense that the leverage acts as a backstop. When the implied risk-weight

α is considered as "too low" by regulators, that is, lower than the critical average risk weight αc,

the bank is constrained by the leverage ratio and not anymore by the risk-based capital ratio and it

is in that sense that the leverage ratio acts as a backstop. It should be pointed out that the leverage

ratio is currently (in 2020) disclosed in annual reports of banks but will be binding in principle in

January, 2022, in practice in January 2023 due to Covid-195.

3.2 Equity issuance versus asset sale: what are the costs?

We have already seen in section 2 that there are four di�erent (non-exclusive) ways through which

a bank can increase its capital ratio. In this paper, we shall consider the two main channels of

adjustment that can be used by a bank in the short term, equity issuance and/or asset sale (asset

shrinking or risk-reduction). The bank can issue new equity with gross proceeds equal to I > 0 or

it can reduce its risk-weighted assets (RWA) by selling a portion s ∈ [0, q] of the risky asset (with

positive weights) and then investing the proceeds in cash (with no risk weight). Of course, the bank

can also mix the channels, i.e., it can issue new shares (i.e, choose I > 0) and sell a portion of the

risky asset (i.e, choose s > 0).

Consider �rst the possibility to issue new shares. While there are several �otation methods, i.e.,

various ways to issue such new shares (see e.g., [Eckbo et al., 2007] for a comprehensive review), we

5See https://www.bis.org/press/p200327.htm. Note also that systemic banks identi�ed as such by the �nancial

stability board will have a leverage bu�er requirement as a function of the G SIB bu�er.
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only mention the three following ones.

• Firm commitment, in which the set of underwriter(s) contractually commit to buy the new

shares at a �xed price.

• Standby rights, in which existing shareholders are o�ered the right but not the obligation

to buy the new shares at a discount and the set of underwriters are committed to buy the

unexercised new shares.

• Direct public o�ering, in which the issuer sells directly the equity without any underwriters.

The issuance cost obviously depends on the choice of the �otation method. The cheapest one

is clearly the direct public o�ering because the issuer has no guarantee to receive the desired gross

proceeds while the most expensive one is the �rm commitment.

In [Eckbo et al., 2007], they make a distinction between direct costs (e.g., underwriter(s) fees,

registration and listing fees) and indirect costs (e.g., stock price reaction to the o�ering announce-

ment, cost of o�ering delay/cancellations...). It is also common to split the total direct cost of

issuance into two types of costs (see for instance [Alt�nk�l�ç and Hansen, 2000]); a �xed cost, re-

lated to various administrative costs (registration and listing fees) and a variable cost, related to

the underwriter(s) compensation that critically depends upon the underwriting agreement and the

gross proceeds. Since P denotes the asset price, we shall denote I the gross proceeds (I for in-

vestment) chosen by the bank. Following [Alt�nk�l�ç and Hansen, 2000], [Décamps et al., 2011] and

[Gomes, 2001] among others, the total issuance cost function is assumed to be piece-wise linear:

Cost of equity issuance = K1I>0 + cI (8)

where 1I>0 = 1 if I > 0 (i.e., the bank issues new stocks) and 1I>0 = 0 if I = 0, K is the �xed

(issuance) cost and c ∈ (0, 1) is the (constant marginal) issuance cost. This means that when the

bank decides to issue new equity for gross proceeds equal to I, it has to pay K and cI, which means

that the net amount of cash received by the bank, called the net proceeds, is equal to (1− c)I −K.

For the net proceeds to be positive, I must be high enough. The marginal cost c is the sum of the

two following marginal costs m and d, that is, c = m+ d where

• m is the marginal cost of issuance and is related as already said for instance to underwriters

compensation and

• d is the marginal cost of dilution assumed to linearly increase with I.

It should be noticed that the way dilution costs are encapsulated within our framework can

be thought of as a reduced form approach. Dilution costs may be an issue when an institution

decides to increase its capital. However, there is not a unique way to model these costs. Within

our framework, when K = c = 0 but when d > 0, the cost of issuing equity is still positive due to

the existence of dilution costs that are an increasing function of I. As we shall see in the empirical
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application, the right issue is precisely designed to avoid dilution for those shareholders who choose

to exercise their rights.

It is usual to de�ne the spread as the average cost of issuance per euro, i.e., it su�ces to divide

the rhs of equation (8) by the gross proceeds I > 0 (e.g., [Alt�nk�l�ç and Hansen, 2000]).

Spread =
K

I
+ c I > 0 (9)

For systemic banks, as we shall see, the gross proceeds I is in billion while the �xed cost K is in

(hundreds) thousands so that K
I is negligible. We thus make the assumption that K

I = 0 so that c

is the unique cost of issuance. It is actually well-known that the important source of issuance cost

is the variable cost (e.g., [Alt�nk�l�ç and Hansen, 2000], [Calomiris and Tsoutsoura, 2010]).

Consider now the costs associated with replacing (i.e., selling) riskier assets with safe ones such

as cash (or Government bonds that are considered as risk-free) in order to decrease the risk-weighted

assets. Let s ∈ [0, q] be the quantity of the risky asset sold by the bank and V (s) be the proceeds

of the asset sale placed on the bank account of the bank (cash). Since the risk-weighted assets

RWA(s) = αP (q−s) is a decreasing function of s, everything else equal, the risk-based capital ratio

of the bank will increase. For systemic banks, everything else is however not equal. Due to the

existence of the price impact, the price of the risky asset will decrease with the quantity sold s and

this will decrease the value of the assets and thus the total capital of the bank. Moreover, selling a

portion of the risky asset will also reduce the (future) expected pro�t.

Price impact. For a systemic bank, called G-SIB (global systemically important bank), selling

an important volume of assets in a short period of time may generate a positive price impact. Fol-

lowing the seminal paper of [Greenwood et al., 2015], see [Duarte and Eisenbach, 2015], we consider

the simplest case of a linear price impact. When the bank sells a quantity s ≤ q of the risky asset,

the sale proceeds V (s) is not equal to sP but is lower due to the existence of a positive price impact.

For a given price P at time t = 0, the price at time t = 1 thus is equal to

P
(

1− s

Φ

)
(10)

where Φ < ∞ is called the market depth. The lower (higher) the market depth, the more (less)

important the price impact. With a linear price impact given by equation (10), the proceeds V (s)

is equal to sP (1 − s
Φ) and we shall make the realistic assumption6 that V (s) increases with the

quantity sold s ∈ [0, q], i.e., 2q
Φ < 1. The cost due to the price impact of the bank is naturally

measured as the di�erence between the proceeds without price impact and the proceeds with a

positive price impact. This cost thus is equal to sP ( sΦ) and increases with the quantity sold s. But

this is not the only cost.

6We make the implicit assumption that when selling a portion of assets s, the price at which the bank can sell

this quantity is equal to P
(
1 − s

Φ

)
. As [Braouezec and Wagalath, 2018] among others, a more dynamic way to take

into account the price impact would be to assume that the bank liquidate in a uniform way its assets from time zero

to one and sells at the average price equal to P
(
1 − s

2Φ

)
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Reduction of the expected pro�t. Even without price impact, there is a cost associated to

selling the risky asset, related to the fact that the expected pro�t will decrease with s. Assume that

the expected pro�t is equal EΠ(q) = γqP (for some γ < 1 and some expectation operator E) when
the bank holds a quantity q of the risky asset, that is, the expected pro�t is a percentage of the total

value of the position in the risky asset. When the bank resells a positive quantity s, it now holds a

quantity q− s and the resulting expected pro�t is equal to EΠ(q− s) = γP (q− s) = EΠ(q)− γPs.
Compared with the initial situation in which the bank held a quantity q, when it sells a quantity

s ≤ q, the reduction of its expected pro�t thus is equal to γsP , which constitutes the second

opportunity cost of selling a portion of the risky asset. In the limiting case in which s = q, the bank

only holds cash and the expected pro�t thus is equal to zero7. Overall, the cost of selling the risky

asset is the cost related to the price impact plus the reduction of the expected pro�t.

Cost of selling the risky asset = sP
(
γ +

s

Φ

)
(11)

We make the natural assumption that the aim of the bank is to choose the channel(s) of adjustment

in order minimize the sum of the adjustment costs given by equation (8) plus equation (11).

In the rest of this section, we shall state and solve the optimization problem of the bank as a

function of the parameters. We make the assumption that the adjustment is instantaneous, that

is, once the bank has chosen the channel(s) of adjustment, there is no delay for the implementa-

tion. In the empirical literature on partial adjustment (see e.g., [Flannery and Rangan, 2006] or

[Öztekin and Flannery, 2012]) they make the assumption that there is a delay, that is, using our

notations, the partial adjustment model for a given �rm is written as θt − θt−1 = λ(θ∗ − θt−1) + ε

where λ is the adjustment speed and ε is a noise term. Taking into account such an adjustment

speed in an optimization model would be more di�cult from a mathematical point of view since

it would require to solve a dynamic optimization problem. It would also be more di�cult to test

assuming even that it yields clear predictions. Overall, we believe that the (purely) empirical partial

adjustment literature and the static (optimization-based) model o�ered in this paper are comple-

mentary rather than substitutable. Since our static model yields clear prediction as a function of

the observable) parameters, this prediction can be tested on a bank by bank basis. It is interesting

to note that in the empirical partial adjustment models, the target is not assumed to be observable.

On the contrary, within our approach, we explicitly use the fact that the target capital ratio θ∗ is

explicitly disclosed in annual reports of banks.

7In Europe, the pro�t would actually be negative since the rate of the deposit facility administered by the ECB

is negative, equal to -0.5%. The rate of the deposit facility is the interest which is applied by the ECB when a given

bank leaves its excess reserves on its bank account at the ECB. Since 30, October, 2019, there is a two tier system

which "exempts credit institutions from remunerating, at the negative rate currently applicable on the deposit facility,

part of their excess reserve holdings (i.e. reserve holdings in excess of minimum reserve requirements"). See the

website of the ECB, https://www.ecb.europa.eu/mopo/two-tier/html/index.en.html
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3.3 The bank's optimization problem

For a given choice of channel(s) of adjustment (s, I) ∈ [0, q]×R+, the bank's balance-sheet at date

t = 1 is given as follows:

Balance sheet at time t = 1

Assets Liabilities and Equity

Cash: v + sP (1− s
Φ ) + (1− c)I D

Risky asset: (q − s)P (1− s
Φ ) E(s, I)

A(s, I) = v + qP (1− s
Φ ) + (1− c)I E(s, I) +D

and note that the total capital at time t = 1, E(s, I) = max{A(s, I)−D; 0}, depends on (s, I) while

the risk-weighted assets RWA(s) depends only on s. Formally, the bank's optimization problem is

as follows.

min
(s,I)∈[0,q]×R+

C(s, I) = sP
(
γ +

s

Φ

)
+ cI (12)

s/c

θ(s, I) :=
E(s, I)

RWA(s)
=
v −D + qP

(
1− s

Φ

)
+ (1− c)I

α(q − s)P (1− s
Φ)

= θ∗ (13)

L(s, I) :=
E(s, I)

A(s, I)− v
=
v −D + qP

(
1− s

Φ

)
+ (1− c)I

(q − s)P (1− s
Φ)

≥ Lmin (14)

s ≥ 0, I ≥ 0 (15)

Note importantly that we make the assumption that the bank uses the risk-reduction strategy,

that is, the bank sells a portion of its risky assets (with a positive risk weight) and invests the

proceeds in reserves (that is, put the amount on its bank account at the central bank), which is an

asset with no risk weight. Another solution for the bank is to use the asset shrinking strategy, that

is, it also consists to sell a portion of the risky assets and to use the proceeds to pay back a portion

of its debt.

Fact 1 Whether the bank uses the risk-reduction strategy or the asset shrinking strategy, the two

capital ratios given by equations (13) and (14) remain identical.

The proof of this result is very simple. When the bank sells a quantity s of risky asset whose

value is equal to sP , the proceeds are equal to sP (1− s
Φ) due to the price impact. Since the bank

uses this amount to repay the debt, the value of the debt is reduced to D − sP (1− s
Φ) but all the

other quantities except the total assets8 remain unchanged, in particular the risk-weighted assets

and the capital so that the two capital ratios given by equations (13) and (14) remain identical and

this concludes the proof.

8When the bank replaces the risky asset by the non-risky one, the value of the total assets is equal to v+ qP (1 −
s
Φ

) + (1 − c)I while it is equal to v + (q − s)P (1 − s
Φ

) + (1 − c)I when the bank repays a portion of its debt.
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Let (s∗, I∗) ∈ [0, q] × R+ be the optimal solution when it exists and note that it must be such

that s∗ < q otherwise, the denominator of the capital ratio is equal to zero. Recall that it is assumed

that E = K1.

Proposition 1 Assume that L ≥ Lmin, θ = θmin and θ∗ > θmin. If there exists an optimal solution

(s∗, I∗) ∈ [0, q)× R+ such that θ(s∗, I∗) = θ∗, then, L(s∗, I∗) ≥ Lmin

The above result shows that as long as the target capital ratio can be reached under the optimal

solution, then, if the leverage ratio was satis�ed at time t = 0, it is automatically satis�ed at

time t = 1. To see this, recall that we make the assumption that θ = θmin so that α = L
θmin

.

Since θ(s∗, I∗) = L(s∗,I∗)
α , by using the fact that α = L

θmin
and that θ(s∗, I∗) = θ∗, we obtain that

L(s∗, I∗) = L ×
(

θ∗

θmin

)
≥ Lmin since L ≥ Lmin and

(
θ∗

θmin

)
> 1. If θ > θmin, then, for some

positive ζ, α can be written as α = L
(1+ζ)θmin

. Everything else equal, the higher θ − θmin, the

higher ζ. By de�nition of a target capital ratio, the current capital ratio θ is lower than θ∗ and

rather close to the minimum required θmin. If θ is much greater than θmin, specifying a target

makes no real sense. This means that ζ is close to one and as a consequence θ∗

(1+ζ)θmin
≥ 1 so that

L(s∗, I∗) = αθ∗ = L θ∗

(1+ζ)θmin
≥ Lmin, that is, proposition 1 holds. Proposition 1 thus still holds

when θ > θmin as long as, everything else equal, θ remains close to θmin. So far, we make the

assumption in proposition 1 that there is indeed an optimal solution (s∗, I∗). We shall now discuss

the condition under which such an optimal solution exists.

Consider �rst the case in which there is no price impact, i.e., 1
Φ = 0. In such a case, since the

total value of the assets as well as the total equity are invariant with respect to s ∈ [0, q], a solution

always exists in s (i.e., with I = 0) for each θ∗ ∈ R+. When the price impact is positive, the total

value of the assets as well as the total capital of the bank are now decreasing functions of s ∈ [0, q].

As a result, a solution of the optimization problem in s only (i.e., with I = 0) may not always

exist; reaching the target capital ratio may thus require from the bank to use the two channels of

adjustment, i.e., asset sale and/or new issues. When the price impact is small enough, i.e., when
1
Φ is close enough to zero, a solution always exists. Let E(q, 0) = v −D + qP (1 − q

Φ) be the total

capital at time t = 1 when the bank sells 100% of its risky asset and does not issue new shares. It

is easy to show that

E(q, 0) > 0⇐⇒ q

Φ
<
v + qP −D

qP
(16)

Let Φ = q2P
v+qP−D and note that Φ > Φ is equivalent to E(q, 0) > 0. When Φ > Φ, a solution in

s < q always exists to reach the target capital ratio but it turns out that the risk-based capital ratio

θ(s, 0) may not be an increasing function of s for each s ∈ [0, q]. In appendix, we show the existence

of a smallest market depth Φ (greater than Φ) such that, when Φ > Φ, the risk-based capital ratio

θ(s, 0) is an increasing function of s for each s ∈ (0, q). While the existence of a solution only

requires Φ > Φ, we shall assume that Φ > Φ to avoid the somewhat pathological behavior of the

risk-based capital ratio which may be locally decreasing with s.
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Proposition 2 (Existence of corner solutions)

• Assume that s = 0. If c < 1, then, for any θ∗ ∈ R+, there exists a unique I(θ∗) such that

θ(0, I(θ∗)) = θ∗

• Assume that I = 0. If Φ > Φ, then, for any θ∗ ∈ R+, there exists a unique s(θ∗) such that

θ(s(θ∗), 0) = θ∗.

Proof. See the appendix.

The above proposition shows that under rather mild assumptions, the bank is able to reach its

target capital ratio by issuing new shares only or by selling a portion of the risky asset only.

3.4 Small banks, large banks and the optimal channel(s) of adjustment

In Europe, since few years, the European Banking Authority (EBA) provides a list of large insti-

tutions, de�ned as banks with an exposure measure higher than 200 billion (euros). In 2019, this

list contains 36 banks and 11 are currently identi�ed as Global Systemically Important Banks (G-

SIBs). For instance, in France, four banks are identi�ed as G-SIBs while in Germany and Italy, only

one bank is identi�ed as G-SIB, Deutsche Bank and Unicredit respectively. For such G-SIBs, the

exposure measure is higher than 1000 billion (euros). As a result, when a G-SIB sells an important

fraction of its total assets (say to reach its target capital ratio), the price impact is not negligible.

On the contrary, for small banks, the price impact will be negligible and can be assumed equal to

zero, that is, 1
Φ = 0.

In what follows, we �rst consider the case in which there is no price impact (i.e., small banks),

that is, 1
Φ = 0. In such a situation, it is easy to see that the optimization program (12) subject

to the constraints given by equations (13) and (15) reduces to a linear programming problem. As a

result, the optimal strategy is a corner solution, that is, either (0, I∗) or (s∗, 0). In particular, it is

never optimal to both issue new stocks and sell a portion of the risky asset. We then consider the

case of large banks such as G-SIBs for which the price impact is positive, that is, 1
Φ > 0. In such a

case, this leads to a non-linear programming problem due to the presence of the price impact and it

may be optimal for the bank to both issue new stocks and sell the risky asset. In both cases, i.e.,

with and without price impact, to facilitate the confrontation with observed data, we formulate the

solution of the optimization problem in terms of critical spreads. In the no price impact case, there

is a single critical spread that we denoted cu, where u simply means unique or uniform. In the price

impact case, there will be two critical spread that we shall denote cl and ch where l and h means

as usual low and high.

Proposition 3 (Small banks, linear programming problem)

Assume that 1
Φ = 0 (i.e., no price impact) and let

cu =
γ

γ + αθ∗
(17)
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be a critical spread. The optimal channel of adjustment is as follows.

• When c < cu, s
∗ = 0 and I∗ = θ∗αqP−E

1−c , that is, it is optimal for the bank to issue equity only.

• When c > cu, s
∗ = q − E

αPθ∗ and I∗ = 0, that is, it is optimal for the bank to only sell a

portion of the risky asset.

Proof. See the appendix.

From the above proposition, when γ tends to zero, the cost of selling the risky asset also tends to

zero since there is no price impact. As a result, the critical spread cu tends to zero and it becomes

highly likely that selling the risky asset will constitute the optimal channel of adjustment. From

equation (17), when α tends to zero, the critical spread tends to one so that it becomes optimal

to issue new equity only. This property comes from the fact that ∂s∗

∂α > 0, that is, the optimal

quantity of risky asset to sell is an increasing function of α. Since s∗ is negative when α is small

enough, there exists α > 0 such that s∗ = 0 for each α lower than α. The non-negativity of s∗

comes from equation (15). From an empirical point of view, this property suggests that banks

with a low α are more likely, everything else equal, to issue new equity when there is no price

impact. In the same vein, when the target θ∗ decreases (increases), everything else equal, banks are

more (less) likely to issue new shares since the critical spread increases (decreases) and tends to one.

We now come to the main result of our article and prove the existence and uniqueness of an

optimal channel of adjustment in the general case, that is a solution to the optimization problem

de�ned by equations (12) to (15). Consider Fig.1 and let us call iso-target curve the subset of points

de�ned as follows

Θ∗ = {(s, I) ∈ [0, s(θ∗)]× [0, I(θ∗)] : θ(s, I) = θ∗} (18)

From proposition 2, when s = 0, the target can be reached by choosing I(θ∗) while when I = 0,

the target can be reached by choosing s(θ∗). As both s and I can be positive, Θ∗ provides the

set of choices of s and I such that the target is reached. As one may expect, the marginal rate of

substitution between the gross proceeds and the quantity of risky asset sold is negative. Starting

from a given point (s, I) ∈ Θ∗, if the bank decides to slightly increase the quantity sold from s to

s+δs, it can thus decrease the gross proceeds from I to I−δI for some positive δI. In appendix, we

show that the iso-target curve (i.e., the constraint) is a decreasing and strictly convex function of s

while an iso-cost curve is a decreasing and strictly concave function of s. The optimization problem

thus is well-behaved in that when it is optimal to mix the channel of adjustment, i.e., s∗ > 0 and

I∗ > 0, this optimal solution is found by using a classical tangency condition, see Fig. 1. Depending

upon the parameters of the model α, γ, c, θ∗, with 1
Φ > 0, the optimal solution belongs to one (and

only one) type of the three types of solutions below.

s∗ = 0 and I∗ > 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Issue only

or s∗ > 0 and I∗ > 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mix

or s∗ > 0 and I∗ = 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sell only

(19)
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Figure 1: Optimal solution: s∗ > 0 and I∗ > 0

On Fig. 1, we represent the unique solution s∗ > 0 and I∗ > 0 of the optimization problem,

which implies for the bank to make use of the two channel of adjustment, asset sale and stock

issuance so that s∗ > 0 and I∗ > 0 can be found using a classical tangency condition. The next

proposition provides a characterization of the optimal solution in terms of two thresholds.

Proposition 4 (Large banks, non-linear programming problem)

Assume that 1
Φ > 0 and that Φ ≥ Φ. There exists a couple of critical spreads (cl, ch) ∈ (0, 1)2 with

cl < ch such that the optimal channel of adjustment is as follows:

• When c < cl, the bank will issue equity only so that s∗ = 0 and I∗ = I(θ∗) = αqPθ∗−E
1−c

• When c ∈ (cl, ch), the bank will both sell a positive portion of the risky asset s∗ > 0 and issue

new equity I∗ > 0 with (s∗, I∗) equal to

s∗ =
(αθ∗(1 + q

Φ) + γ − q
Φ)c− γ

2
Φ(αθ∗ − 1)c+ 2

Φ

(20)

I∗ =
1

1− c
(θ∗α(q − s∗)P (1− s∗

Φ
)− E +

qPs∗

Φ
) (21)

• When c > ch, the bank will sell the risky asset only so that s∗ = s(θ∗) and I∗ = 0 with
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s(θ∗) =
αPθ∗(1 + q

Φ)− qP
Φ −

√
∆

2αPθ∗

Φ

(22)

∆ =

(
αPθ∗(1 +

q

Φ
)− qP

Φ

)2

− 4
(αPθ∗)2q

Φ

(
1− θ

θ∗

)
(23)

The critical spreads (cl, ch) have the following expression:

cl =
γ

γ + αθ∗ − q
Φ(1− αθ∗)

(24)

ch =
γ + 2

Φs(θ
∗)

γ + αθ∗ − q
Φ(1− αθ∗) + 2

Φs(θ
∗)(1− αθ∗)

(25)

Proof. See the appendix.

Recall that we make the assumption that the capital ratio is an increasing function of the

quantity sold, that is, Φ is high enough. As a result, for any target ratio θ∗, there always exists

s(θ∗) < q such that the target is reached, which means that the discriminant ∆ in equation (23)

must be positive9.

Consider �rst the lowest threshold cl. Compared to the no-price impact case, it is now costlier

to make use of the asset sale channel due to the existence of a price impact. As long as this price

impact is positive, the term − q
Φ in the denominator of equation (24) is negative so that cl > cu. As

expected, when 1
Φ = 0, the critical spreads coincide. As in the no price impact case, the following

properties are true.

∂cl(α, θ
∗, γ)

∂α
< 0

∂cl(α, θ
∗, γ)

∂θ∗
< 0

∂cl(α, θ
∗, γ)

∂γ
> 0 (26)

As already discussed, when α (or θ∗) increases, the critical spread cl decreases and this decreases

the likelihood that the bank will issue new shares. On the contrary, when γ increases, this increases

the critical spread cl since the asset sale solution is now costlier.

Consider now the highest threshold ch and note that this threshold depends upon s(θ∗) given

by equation (22). Since s(θ∗) is positive, when there is a positive price impact, it can readily be

seen from equation (25) that ch > cl so that

cu < cl < ch (27)

When Φ tends to in�nity, s(θ∗) tends to a �nite quantity, equal to the one as given in proposition

3, that is, the quantity that must be sold to reach the target capital ratio. Since the two thresholds

di�er by a term equal to 2
Φs(θ

∗), when Φ tends to in�nity, this term tends to zero so that ch − cl
tends to zero.

9It is also easy to see that when Φ is high enough, the positive part of ∆ will be close to αPθ∗ while the negative

part will be close to zero so that ∆ is positive.
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4 Empirical applications to two European systemic banks

In 2017, two European G-SIIs, the German Deutsche Bank and the Italian bank UniCredit, decided

to issue new shares via an underwritten rights o�ering (standby rights). In such a right o�er10,

existing shareholders are given the right but not the obligation during the subscription period

(typically a couple of weeks) to buy the new shares on a prorata basis and at a pre-speci�ed price

(the subscription price) which is below the current market price. Moreover, the set of underwriter(s)

have committed (in general under some conditions) to acquire all the new shares that would remain

unsubscribed. Since these capital increase decisions have been taken in 2016, for the sake of interest,

we shall apply the predictions of our model as if we were on December, 31, 2016 and we consider

the following question: can we rationally explain the decision of Deutsche Bank and UniCredit to

issue new stocks in the �rst quarter of 2017?

4.1 The case of Deusche Bank

We shall explain in detail the methodology followed to calibrate the various parameters for the

case of Deusche Bank. All the information regarding the capital increase 2017 can be found on

the website of Deutsche Bank (https://www.db.com/ir/en/capital-increase-2017.htm). Since the

methodology is similar for UniCredit, we will be more brief.

4.1.1 Empirical analysis

Basic facts. In the beginning of April 2017, Deutsche Bank successfuly issued 687.5 million new

shares stocks for a total value of e8 billion. In a Media Release as of March 5, 2017, Deutsche Bank

announced a target Common Equity Tier 1 ratio, i.e., CET 1 divided by the risk-weighted assets

(RWA), equal to 14.1%. The subscription period of the rights o�er was from March 21, 2017 to

April, 6, 2017, and the subscription price was e11.65 per new share (with no par value) while the

market price was around e15 during this period, that is, the discount was approximately equal to

25%. Moreover, each new share carried the same dividend rights as all other outstanding shares

of Deutsche Bank. The capital increase has been underwritten by thirty banks but Credit Suisse,

Barclays, Goldman Sachs, BNP Paribas, Commerzbank, HSBC, Morgan Stanley and UniCredit

are the main underwriters as each of them committed to subscribe from 6.09% to 8.28% of the

new shares underwritten. The number of shares increased from 1.3793 billion to 2.066 billion and

Deutsche Bank reports (in the media release as of April 7, 2017) that 98.9% of the subscription

rights were exercised. According to Deutsche Bank (see the media release as of April 7, 2017).

Had the capital increase been completed on 31 December 2016, Deutsche Bank's Common

Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio on that date would have been 14.1% on a pro forma CRD4

fully loaded basis rather than 11.8%.

10See for instance the comprehensive review of [Eckbo et al., 2007], see also [Holderness and Ponti�, 2016] for a

recent overview of rights o�erings in USA.
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It is explicitly stated in the prospectus (see p. 113) that existing shareholders that exercise their

subscription rights will continue to see their percentage share in the share capital of the Company

nearly unchanged. However, for those who decided not to exercise their rights, their percentage

ownership in the company's share and their voting rights will be diluted by 33%.

Estimation of the parameters. We need to estimate all the parameters of the model, that is, v,

qP , q
Φ , α, c, γ and θ∗.

From the interim report as of June 2017 (page 32), it is reported that the gross proceeds amount

to e8 billion while the net proceeds amount to e7.9 billion. As a result, since the cost of issuance

is equal to the di�erence between the gross proceeds and the net proceeds, i.e., it is equal to e0.1

billion11, so that

c =
0.1

8
≈ 1.25% (28)

From the annual report as of December 2016 (see the balance sheet), the total value of the assets,

A, is equal to e1591 billion while the value of the cash, v, is equal to e181 billion. As a result,

the value of the risky asset qP = A − v is equal to e1410 billion. From the liabilities side, since

total equity is equal to e64.81 billion, it thus follows that D = 1591−64.81 = e1526.2 billion. The

balance sheet of Deutsche Bank at the end of December 2016 with only the two items of interest is

provided below.

Deutsche Bank's Balance sheet as of December 2016 (in billion)

Assets Liabilities and Equity

Cash: v = 181 Debt: D = 1526.2

Risky asset: qP = 1410 Equity : E = 64.81

A = 1591 E +D = 1591

Since the risk-weighted assets (fully loaded) are equal to e357.5 billion, it thus follows from

equation (3) that

α =
357.5

1410
≈ 25.3% (29)

To apply proposition 4, we need an estimation q
Φ . In [Greenwood et al., 2015], see also the

related paper of [Duarte and Eisenbach, 2015] they make the assumption that 1
Φ is of the order

of 10−13. Given equation (10), this means that selling for 10 billion (i.e., s = 1010) of the risky

asset leads to a price change of 10 bps (i.e., s
Φ = 10−3 = 0.1%). In this paper, since proposition

4 explicitly depends on q
Φ , we shall proxy this quantity q

Φ by the total exposure of Deutsche Bank

denoted VDB divided by the sum of total exposure denoted VSum, that is
VDB
VSum

. The ratio VDB
VSum

is

used by supervisors to compute the score of banks considered as G-SIBs (such as Deutsche Bank) for

the size indicator. The greater the ratio VDB
VSum

, everything else equal, the higher the loss absorbency

requirements (capital surcharge) for the bank. The total exposure of Deutsche Bank VDB is available

in the annual report but can also be found on the website of the European Banking Authority (EBA)

11In the prospectus, it is explicitly stated that the maximal amount that Deutsche Bank will pay is e141 million.

Due to the success of the right o�er, this amount has been less than e141 million.
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while the sum of the total exposure VSum can be found on the website of the Bank for International

Settlements (BIS). As of December 2016, VSum= e75900 billion while VDB=e1363 billion. It thus

follows that
q

Φ
=
qP

ΦP
≈ VDB
VSum

=
1363

75900
= 1.8% (30)

This approach is obviously disputable but we have not found a natural way to estimate more

precisely the price impact of a bank at an aggregate level. Interestingly, the proxy used for 1
Φ is

equal to 7.59 10−13, and thus is consistent with the choice of [Greenwood et al., 2015].

The parameter γ is by de�nition equal to EΠ(q)
qP and is more delicate to estimate as it depends

upon the expected future pro�ts. In 2015 and in 2016, (in part) due to litigation costs, Deutsche

Bank made a loss equal respectively to e6.7 billion and to e1.35 billion. If we estimate statistically

γ using years 2015 and 2016 only, γ will be negative and this might not correctly re�ect the future

expected pro�ts. Moreover, since the capital increase has been successful, i.e., 98.9% of the rights

were exercised, the new shares have been bought (by existing shareholders) in the expectation of

positive future pro�t. We thus discard the years 2015 and 2016 and we estimate γ using the average

of the years 2012, 2013 and 2014, that is, we consider the net income attributable to shareholders

divided by the value of the risky assets (i.e., total assets minus cash). The three values found are

equal to 0.013%, 0.04%, 0.098% respectively so that

γ ≈ 0.05% (31)

Note that if one estimates this parameter γ by using years 2009 to 2016, i.e., including the two years

where the bank makes losses, the prediction of our model remains unchanged.

From the annual report as of December 2016, p. 257, Common Equity Tier 1 (fully loaded) is

equal to e42.28 billion, Additional Tier 1 is equal to e4.7 billion and Tier 2 is equal to e12.67

billion. The total capital fully loaded is equal to e59.6 billion and is thus lower than the e64.81

billion reported in the balance sheet because of few regulatory deductions. It thus follows that

the Common Equity Tier 1 ratio is equal to 42.28
357.5 ≈ 11.8% and the total capital ratio is equal to

59.6
357.5 ≈ 16.6%. If one adds the e8 billion of new shares to Common equity Tier 1, we obtain a

Common Equity Tier 1 ratio equal to 14.1%, as predicted by Deutsche Bank in the media release as

of April 7, 2017. Since the target θ∗ is expressed in our model as Tier 1 plus Tier 2 divided by the

risk-weighted assets, we now have to compute θ∗ from the target CET 1 (fully loaded) announced

by Deutsche Bank. From the target ratio CET 1 (fully loaded) equal to 14.1%, the target capital

ratio θ∗ thus is equal to

θ∗ = 14.1% +

(
4.7 + 12.67

357.5

)
≈ 18.9% (32)

To sum-up, the value of the parameters are given below.

c = 1.25%, α = 25.3%, γ = 0.05%,
q

Φ
= 1.8%, θ∗ = 18.9% (33)

Before computing the critical spread, let us check whether or not the condition given by equation

(16) is satis�ed. Since v+ qP −D = 59.6, qP = 1410, it thus follows that 59.6
1410 ≈ 4.2% > q

Φ = 1.8%

so that the condition is satis�ed.
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Computation of the critical spreads. We are now in a position to compute the critical

spread cl provided by the rhs of equation (24) in proposition 4. By inserting the numerical values

found in equation (33), we �nd a critical spread cl equal to

cl =
0.05%

0.05% + 25.3%× 18.9%− 1.8%(1− 25.3%× 18.9%)
≈ 1.6% (34)

Since c = 1.25%, it thus follows that c < cl so that our model correctly predicts the decision of

Deutsche Bank to issue new shares only. Note interestingly that without price impact, the critical

spread is equal to 1.03% and it is thus optimal to (only) sell assets. For Deutsche bank, the price

impact thus seems an important factor to consider in the decision.

In proposition 4, we provide the two critical spreads cl and ch. While only cl is useful for the

empirical analysis, it is yet interesting to compute ch. To do so, note that the value of the risky

asset of Deutsche Bank is equal to VDB = qP . Since only VDB is observed in the annual report, we

make the assumption that P = 1, which means that s(θ∗) has to be lower than q. In appendix (see

sub-section 7.3 in the appendix), we �nd that s(θ∗) ≈ 269. The critical spread is equal to

ch ≈ 19, 5%

and is much higher than the critical spread for which the bank issues equity only.

4.1.2 Robustness check

A balance sheet with liquid and illiquid assets There are many types of robustness check that

can be performed. As in [Admati et al., 2018], we shall here consider the case of asset heterogeneity,

that is, some assets are liquid (i.e., marketable assets) and can be sold while others are not (i.e.,

typically loans) and can not be sold. With two risky assets, a liquid and an illiquid one, the balance

sheet of Deutsche bank is now as follows.

Deutsche Bank's Balance sheet as of December 2016 (in billion)

Assets Liabilities and Equity

Cash: v = 181 Debt: D = 1526.2

Liquid assets: qP = 1001 Equity : E = 64.81

Illiquid assets : 409

A = 1591 E +D = 1591

The illiquid assets, subject to credit risk, are loans accounted at fair value but it is important

to note that this fair value is not equal to their resale value. As is well-known, due to the adverse

selection problem, loans are di�cult to resell in the short term even with a discount. The liquid

assets, mainly subject to market risk and counterparty risk, include the �nancial assets through

pro�t or loss (e743.8 billion), the �nancial assets available for sale (e56.22 billion) and various

heterogeneous assets. In such a type of risky assets framework, to imply the weight of each risky

asset, one must consider the RWA related to the risk of the asset and not the (total) RWA.
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The RWA for each risk is disclosed in the annual report of each bank. The RWA for credit risk is

equal to e220.3 billion, the RWA for counterparty risk is equal to e9.5 billion, the RWA for market

risk for e33.8 billion and the RWA for operational risk for e92.6 billion. Of course, it remains

unclear whether the operational risk should be related to the banking book (illiquid assets) or to

the trading book (liquid assets). To imply the weight α of the liquid asset, we shall thus consider

the two polar cases. One in which this operational risk is 100% related to the banking book and

the other one in which it is 100% related to the trading book. As a result, we obtain a lower and

an upper bound for α.

• Assume that operational risk is 100% related to the banking book. As a result, for the

numerator, we only consider the RWA for market risk and counterparty risk. The minimum

value of α thus is equal to α = 33.8+9.5
1001 = 4.3%.

• Assume now that operational risk is 100% related to the trading book. As a result, we now add

the RWA for operational risk. The maximum value of α thus is equal to α = 33.8+9.5+92.6
1001 =

13.5%.

One can thus conclude that α ∈ [4.3%, 13.5%] so that it is always lower than 25.3%. From

equation (26), we know that when α decreases, everything else equal, this increases the likelihood

that the bank will issue new shares. As a result, abstracting the illiquid asset, it is still optimal to

issue new shares and not to sell the liquid assets. Assuming now that the operational risk is 100%

related to the trading book, the (implied) weight of the illiquid asset is equal to ν = 220.3
409 ≈ 54%,

which means that it might be optimal to sell these illiquid assets rather than to issue new shares.

However, if one assumes that the resale value of the loans is small enough, it won't be optimal to

resell them. In such a case, the optimal liquidation strategy is equivalent to the one postulated in

[Cifuentes et al., 2005]; the bank should �rst sell the liquid assets, and, if needed, the illiquid asset.

For the case of Deutsche Bank, if it had to sell assets, liquidating a fraction of the liquid asset would

be enough to reach the target. As a result, the illiquid asset plays no role, and we are back to the

one risky asset model.

4.1.3 What happened since 2017?

We now provide a quick overview of the evolution of the situation of Deutsche Bank since 2017,

the last stock issuance. We summarize the annual reports' data from 2015 to 2019 in Table 1 and

we provide the stock price evolution since the last four years in Fig. 2. Overall, the CET1 ratio

and the leverage ratio have always been satis�ed and this observation is consistent with our results

(see Proposition 1). From Table 1, one can see an important increase of the CET1 ratio between

2016 and 2017 (explained by the issuance of new stocks) and an increase of the leverage ratio over

the years (from 3,5% in 2015 to 4,2% in 2019). We can also notice an important asset shrinking

over the years since the total assets of the bank decreased from 1629ebn in 2015 to 1298ebn in

2019. This seems to be a trend that can be explained by Deutsche Bank's strategy to increase over

time its capital ratios. It is also interesting to point out that on May 11, 2020, Deutsche Bank
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Year CET1 ratio Leverage ratio Total assets (in e

bn)

Net income (loss)

(in e m.)

2019 13,6% 4,2% 1298 (5265)

2018 13,6% 4,1% 1348 341

2017 14% 3,8% 1475 (735)

2016 11,8% 3,5% 1591 (1356)

2015 11,1% 3,5% 1629 (6772)

Table 1: Deutsche Bank - CET1 ratio, Leverage ratio, Total assets and Net income

Figure 2: Deutsche Bank stock price evolution

launched an euro-denominated Tier 2 issuance (and announced a public tender o�er for senior non-

preferred-debt with a target acceptance volume of 2.0 billion euros) in order to increase its total

capital ratio. From Fig. 2, one can clearly see that the stock price is decreasing over time since

2018, which means that the performance of DB is perceived negatively by the market, something

which can largely been explained by the fact that since 2015, the bank has been pro�table only in

2018.

4.2 The case of UniCredit

The analysis of UniCredit is similar to the one of Deutsche Bank so that we do not repeat the way

we calibrate the parameters.

4.2.1 Empirical analysis

On March 2, 2017, UniCredit12 completed its capital increase for an overall amount of e13 billion

and it is stated in a media release that their aim is bring their fully loaded CET 1 capital ratio

12All the information regarding the capital increase 2017 can be found on the web site of UniCredit, see

https://www.unicreditgroup.eu/en/governance/capital-strengthening.html
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above 12.9% at the end of December 2019. The subscription period of the rights issue was (in

Italy) from February 6, 2017 to February 23, 2017 and the subscription price was equal to e8.09

while the market price was around e12.5 during this period. From the public (interim) report as

of June 2017 p. 32, the cost of the capital increase is equal to e0.33 billion, the di�erence between

the gross proceeds, equal to e13 billion and the net proceeds equal to e12.67 billion13, so that

c = 0.33
13 = 2.53%. From page 42 of the annual report as of December 2016, the risk-weighted assets

is equal to e387.15 billion, CET 1 is equal to e31.53 billion, Tier 1 is equal to e35 billion and

the total capital, that includes Tier 2, is equal to e45.15 billion. The CET 1 capital ratio thus is

equal to 8.15% while the total capital ratio is equal to 11.66%. Since the total value of the assets

as of 2016 is equal to e859.5 billion while the cash is equal to e13.5 billion, the balance sheet is as

follows.

UniCredit's Balance sheet (December 2016)

Assets Liabilities and Equity

Cash: v = 13.5 Debt: D = 814.35

Risky asset: qP = 846 Equity : E = 45.15

A = 859.5 E +D = 859.5

The implied weight is equal to α = 387.15
846 = 45.7% and note that it is almost two times the one

of Deutsche Bank. Using years 2014 and 2015 yields γ ≈ 0.21%. From the website of the EBA,

the total exposure is equal to e974.4 billion, so that q
Φ ≈

974.4
75900 = 1.3%. If one adds e13 billion to

CET1, the CET 1 capital ratio is equal to 11.5% (and remains lower than the target of 12.9%, the

target in 2019), then the risk-based capital ratio is equal to 15%, i.e., θ∗ = 15%. By inserting the

numerical values found in equation (33), we �nd a critical spread cl equal to

cl =
0.21%

0.21% + (45.7%× 15%)− 1.28%(1− (45.7%× 15%))
≈ 3.57% (35)

Since c = 2.53%, it thus follows that c < cl so that our model correctly predicts the decision of Uni

Credit to issue new shares only14.

As we did for Deutsche Bank, we also provide the critical spread ch and �nd (see sub-section 7.3

in the appendix) that ch ≈ 14, 07%. As for the case of Deutsche Bank ch is much higher than cl.

13In a securities note as of February, 2017, the total amount of expenses have been estimated up to about e500

million, "including consulting expenses, out-of pocket expenses and underwriting fees calculated at the highest level".

The real cost thus has been lower, equal to e330 million.
14It should be noted that in December 2016, UniCredit signed binding agreement for the sale of Pioneer Investments

to Amundi (for a price equal to 3.545 billion) in order to increase its fully loaded CET1 ratio of 78 basis points. If

we make the assumption that the decision to increase the capital of UniCredit and the decision to sell Pioneer to

Amundi have been taken simultaneously, then, our model wrongly predicts the decisions of UniCredit. Note �nally

that, as for the case of Deutsche Bank, there was no dilution for existing shareholders who decided to "fully subscribe

the O�ering to the extent to which they are entitled", see the document called the securities note as of February,

2017 (see p 89).
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Year CET1 ratio Leverage ratio Total assets (in e

bn)

Net income (loss)

(in e m.)

2019 13,2% 5,5% 856 3373

2018 12,1% 5,1% 832 3892

2017 13,7% 5,7% 837 5473

2016 8,2% 3,6% 860 (11790)

2015 10,6% 4,6% 860 1694

Table 2: Unicredit - CET1 ratio, Leverage ratio, Total assets and Net income

Figure 3: Unicredit stock price evolution

4.2.2 What happened since 2017?

We summarize the annual reports' data of Unicredit from 2015 to 2019 in Table 2 and we report in

Figure 3 the stock price evolution. The CET1 ratio and the leverage ratio have always been satis�ed

for Unicredit and it is interesting to point out that the leverage ratio have increased over time, from

4,6% in 2015 to 5,5% in 2019 (far higher than the regulatory requirement as well). Regarding the

stock price, after a signi�cant drop between 2015 and the beginning of 2017, it has remained fairly

stable.

5 The spread as a U-shaped function of the gross proceeds: an

exploratory analysis

Up to now, we made the assumption that the spread is equal to K
I + c, where c is a constant, which

means that the spread is a decreasing function of the gross proceeds I. However, in their paper,

[Alt�nk�l�ç and Hansen, 2000] argue that, from the underwriting theories, the issuer's spread should

be a U -shaped function. It should �rst decrease with I because of a �xed cost e�ect (i.e., because
K
I is decreasing with I) and should then increase due to a rising placement cost e�ect (i.e., �nding

more buyers becomes more di�cult and thus riskier for the underlying set of underwriters). They
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Figure 4: Spread as a U-shaped function and critical spread

�nd empirical results that are consistent with a family of U -shaped functions (spectrum theory).

More recently, in [De Jonghe and Öztekin, 2015], the authors �nd empirically that, to reach a target

capital ratio, smaller banks tend to sell assets while large banks tend to issue new stocks. They note

that this is a good news for �nancial stability as smaller banks have by de�nition a total value of their

assets (much) lower than systemic banks and are less interconnected. We shall now suggest that if

one assumes that the spread function is a U -shaped function of the gross proceeds, then, our model

might provide a theoretical explanation to the empirical �ndings of [De Jonghe and Öztekin, 2015].

From the 2017-list of 35 banks reported on the website of the EBA15, 12 are considered as G-SIIs.

By de�nition, a bank which is listed on the 2017-list has an overall exposure measure of more than

e200 billion. When one inspects the 23 banks that are not considered as G-SIIs, some of them have

a total value of their assets between e200 billion and e250 billion. Compared with many G-SIIs for

which the total value of the assets typically exceeds e1500 billion, for these smaller banks, a capital

increase in million (i.e., less than one billion) might be enough to increase (signi�cantly) their CET1

capital ratio. For instance, on June, 2016, Erste Group Bank decided to issue additional Tier 1

capital, more precisely non-cumulative bonds with an annual coupon rate equal to 8.875% and with

a total nominal value of e500 billion. They also disclose in their annual report as of 2016 that their

minimum target capital ratio is a CET1 capital ratio fully loaded at least equal to 12.75% for 2019

and they observe that the target has been reached since the CET1 capital ratio fully loaded is equal

15http://www.eba.europa.eu/risk-analysis-and-data/global-systemically-important-institutions/2017
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to 12.8% in 2016. To be able to derive the critical spread of these smaller European banks, i.e., to

predict the optimal decision of those non-systemic banks, we shall make the assumptions that

I(θ∗) = 500 million (euros) (36)

that is, we assume that given the target capital ratio which is not observed in general, the gross

proceeds are equal e500 million. For these banks with a total value of the assets typically lower than

e250 billion, the price impact is very low, i.e., close to 250
75900 ≈ 0.33% as of 2016. To facilitate the

exercise, we consider as negligible this price impact and we assume that 1
Φ = 0. In such a situation,

as we have already seen, the optimization problem reduces to a linear programming problem for

which it is never optimal to mix the channels of adjustment. We shall focus on banks that belong

to countries of the Euro zone and that have total assets lower than e250 billion. Since Erste

Group Bank reaches its target capital ratio in 2016, we have decided not to include this bank in

our exercise. Overall, �ve banks are considered, Bayern LB (German), Banque Postale (French),

Sabadell (Spanish), LBBW (German), and KBC (Belgium). The (unique) critical spread of each

bank is given below (details related to the computation can be found in the appendix)

cuBayern = 3.38% cuBPost = 5.6% cuSabadell = 5.4% cuLBBW = 1.23% cuKBC = 11.48%

(37)

In our (small) sample of banks, the average spread is equal to 5.5%, which is a result consistent

with the �nding of [Boyson et al., 2016] since found a spread (for issuing common stocks) equal to

5.02%. Let

Spread(I) =
K

I
+ c(I) (38)

be the spread as a function of I, where c(I) is the non constant marginal cost (of issuance) function.

Assume now, as in Fig. 4, that the spread is a U -shaped function of I. We already know that for

Deutsche Bank and UniCredit, it was optimal to issue new shares only because the observed spread

was higher than their critical spread, something that we reproduce on Fig. 4. If one now assumes

that the spread that must be paid by the bank is equal to 6% for gross proceeds of e0.5 billion,

i.e., c(0.5) = 6%, then, except for the Belgium bank BKC, it is optimal to sell assets only for the

other banks. We do not claim that this approach in terms of U -shaped function constitutes the

de�nitive answer to the empirical �nding of [De Jonghe and Öztekin, 2015] but it provides a simple

and credible explanation since the price impact should not be an issue for small banks.

6 Conclusion

We presented in this paper a simple model of optimal choice of channel(s) of adjustment when the

aim of the bank is to reach a target capital ratio. We considered the case of two European systemic

banks, Deutsche Bank and UniCredit, for which the optimal target is explicitly disclosed and we

have shown that our model is able to predict the observed decision of these two banks to issue new

shares only. We then considered a model in which the spread is U -shaped, and this simple approach
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might explain the empirical �nding of [De Jonghe and Öztekin, 2015] in which large banks tend to

issue new shares while small banks tend to sell assets.

Under Basel III, the minimum capital requirement will continue to increase so that large banks

will have to increase their capital ratio in order to reach their target. The approach undertaken in

this paper can be of interest for regulators and supervisors to forecast those banks that will most

likely reach their target capital ratios by selling an important portion of their risky assets.
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7 Mathematical appendix

7.1 Preliminary results

From equation (13) when I = 0, the risk-based capital ratio is equal to

θ(s, 0) :=
E(s, 0)

RWA(s)
=
v −D + qP

(
1− s

Φ

)
α(q − s)P (1− s

Φ)
(39)

which is a non-linear function of the quantity sold s ∈ [0, q]. We want to study the evolution of

θ(s, 0) as a function of s assuming that Φ ∈ (2q,∞). Throughout this appendix, E′(s, 0), RWA′(s)

and θ′s(s, 0) will respectively denote the partial derivative of that function with respect to s. By

de�nition of the derivative:

θ′s(s, 0) =
E′(s, 0) RWA(s)− E(s, 0) RWA′(s)

(RWA(s))2
(40)

The sign of θ′s(s, 0), denoted Sgn(θ′s(s, 0)), thus is the sign of the numerator of equation (40)

Sgn(θ′s(s, 0)) = Sgn[E′(s, 0) RWA(s)− E(s, 0) RWA′(s)] (41)

From equation (39), it is not di�cult to show that

Sgn(θ′s(s, 0)) = Sgn

(
−qP

Φ
α(q − s)P

(
1− s

Φ

)
+ αP

[
1−

(
2s− q

Φ

)] [
v −D + qP

(
1− s

Φ

)])
(42)

Note importantly that θ′s(s, 0) is a quadratic equation in s so that θ′s(s, 0) needs not be a monotonic

function of s ∈ [0, q].

Lemma A 1 If Φ > Φ (or equivalently if E(q, 0) > 0), then, θ′s(0, 0) > 0

Proof. Letting s = 0 in equation (42) leads to Sgn(θ′s(0, 0)) = v − D + qP + (v − D) qΦ . Since

v − D + qP > 0, if (v − D) > 0, then, it follows immediately that θ′s(0, 0) > 0. However, in

general, (v − D) < 0. Since E(q, 0) = v − D + qP (1 − q
Φ) > 0 by assumption, it is easy to show

that v − D + qP + (v − D) qΦ > v − D + qP (1 − q
Φ) is equivalent to q

Φ(v − D + qP ) > 0 so that

θ′s(0, 0) > 0�

Lemma A 2 There exists a smallest Φ > 0 such that for all Φ > Φ and all s ∈ (0, q), θ′s(s, 0) > 0.

Proof. From equation (42), when Φ tends to in�nity, for all s ∈ (0, q), the rhs of equation (42)

tends to αP (v + qP −D) > 0. Since the rhs of equation (42) is a continuous function of Φ, there

thus exists a smallest market depth denoted Φ such that for all Φ > Φ and all s ∈ (0, q), θ′s(s, 0) > 0

�

Remark. It is actually not di�cult to show that a necessary but not su�cient condition for

θ′s(s, 0) > 0 is E(s, 0) > 0.

We now provide an upper bound for Φ.
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Lemma A 3 Φ ≤ q
(

1 + qP
E(0,q)

)
Proof. From equation (42) to the sign of θ′s(s, 0) is equal to(

−qP
Φ

α(q − s)P (1− s

Φ
)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(s)

+αP

[
1−

(
2s− q

Φ

)] [
v −D + qP

(
1− s

Φ

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B(s)

(43)

We want to �nd a su�cient condition such that equation (43) is positive for all s and note that

A(s) < 0 while B(s) > 0 for each s since E(0, q) = v − D + qP
(
1− q

Φ

)
> 0. Note also that

B(s) > αP
[
1−

(
2s−q

Φ

)]
E(0, q) for each s. In the same vein, A(s) < − qP

Φ αqP
(
1− s

Φ

)
for each s.

Simplifying by αP , this leads to
[
1−

(
2s−q

Φ

)]
E(0, q) > qP

Φ q
(
1− s

Φ

)
which in turn is always true if[

1− q
Φ

]
E(0, q) > q2P

Φ and is in turn equivalent to Φ > q
(

1 + qP
E(0,q)

)
. We thus have shown that for

each s, αP
[
1−

(
2s−q

Φ

)]
E(0, q) > qP

Φ αqP
(
1− s

Φ

)
, so that for each s B(s) > A(s). Since we found

a su�cient condition for which θ′s(s, 0) for each s, it may be the case that Φ < q
(

1 + qP
E(0,q)

)
�

Lemma A 4 If Φ ∈ (Φ,Φ), then, there exists two roots ŝ1 and ŝ2 (with ŝ1 < ŝ2) such that θ
′
s(ŝi, 0) =

0 for i = 1, 2.

Proof. When Φ ∈ (Φ,Φ), by de�nition of Φ, the risk-based capital ratio θ(s, 0) cannot be an

increasing function of s for each s ∈ (0, q). From lemma A 1, we know that when Φ > Φ (or

equivalently when E(q, 0) > 0), θ′s(0, 0) > 0. Since E(q, 0) > 0 and lims→q RWA(s) → 0 so that

lims→q θ(s, 0) → ∞, there thus exists two roots ŝ1 and ŝ2, with 0 < ŝ1 < ŝ2 < q, such that

θ′s(ŝi, 0) = 0 for i = 1, 2 and such that θ′s(s, 0) > 0 for s ∈ (0, ŝ1), θ′s(s, 0) < 0 for s ∈ (ŝ1, ŝ2) and

θ′s(s, 0) > 0 for s ∈ (ŝ2, q) � Figure 5 illustrates the lemma.

7.2 Proofs

Proof of proposition 1. The leverage ratio is de�ned as L = E
qP . Since θ = E

αqP , it thus follows

that θ = L
α . Since θ = θmin by assumption, it thus follows that α = L

θmin
. Under the optimal

solution, we know that θ(s∗, I∗) = θ∗. Noting that for each (s, I) ∈ [0, q) × R+, θ(s, I) = L(s,I)
α ,

it thus follows that θ(s∗, I∗) = L(s∗,I∗)
α . Using now the fact that α = L

θmin
, θ(s∗, I∗) = L(s∗,I∗)

α is

equivalent to L(s∗, I∗) = L θ∗

θmin
since θ(s∗, I∗) = θ∗. Recalling that θ∗

θmin
> 1, it thus follows that

L(s∗, I∗) > L ≥ Lmin �

Proof of proposition 2. When c < 1 and s = 0, the risk-based capital ratio θ(0, I) is an increasing

function of I. As a result, for each θ∗ ∈ R+, there exists a unique I(θ∗) such that θ(0, I(θ∗)) = θ∗

and this concludes the �rst part of the proof. For the second part of the proof, note �rst that

lims→q RWA(s)→ 0. Since Φ > Φ⇐⇒ E(q, 0) > 0, it thus follows that lims→q θ(s, 0) := E(s,0)
RWA(s) →

∞. Since Φ > Φ, θ(s, 0) = E(s,0)
RWA(s) is a continuous function of s ∈ [0, q) and for each θ∗ ∈ R+, there

exists a unique s(θ∗) < q such that θ(s(θ∗), 0) = θ∗ �
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Figure 5: The risk-based capital is not an increasing function of s

We have de�ned s(θ∗) such that θ(s(θ∗), 0) = θ∗. Let us now de�ne the function I(s, θ∗) ∈
[0, I(θ∗)] such that θ(s, I(s, θ∗)) = θ∗ for each s ∈ [0, s(θ∗)]. Let C(s, I) = sP (γ + s

Φ) + cI = k,

where k > 0 be a level curve of the cost function and let I(s, k) be such that C(s, I(s, k)) = k for

each s.

Proposition A 1 The function I(s, θ∗) is a decreasing and strictly convex function of s while the

function I(s, k) is a decreasing and strictly concave function of s.

The proof will consist in few simple results.

Claim A 1 Assume that I2 > I1. Then, for all s ∈ [0, q), θ(s, I2) > θ(s, I1).

Proof. Since by de�nition θ(s, I) =
v−D+qP(1− s

Φ)+(1−c)I
α(q−s)P (1− s

Φ
) , it is elementary to show that if I2 > I1,

then, for all Φ > Φ (but this is true for all Φ > 0) and all s ∈ [0, q), θ(s, I2) > θ(s, I1). �

From equation (13), it is easy to show that the iso-target curve I(s, θ∗) is equal to

I(s, θ∗) := I(s) =
θ∗α(q − s)P (1− s

Φ)−
[
v −D + qP

(
1− s

Φ

)]
]

1− c
(44)

and note that from claim A 1, if I(s, θ∗) > 0, then s < s(θ∗).

Claim A 2 For each s ∈ (0, s(θ∗)), θ′s(s, 0) > 0 is equivalent to I ′(s, θ∗) < 0

Proof. Along the iso target curve, i.e., as long as s is such that θ(s, I(s, θ∗)) = θ∗, dθ(s, I) = 0,

which is equivalent to dθ(s, I) = ∂θ(s,I)
∂s ds + ∂θ(s,I)

∂I dI = 0 and �nally yields dI
ds := I ′(s) = −

∂θ(s,I)
∂s

∂θ(s,I)
∂I
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where ∂θ(s,I)
∂I > 0. Since ∂θ(s,I)

∂I > 0, for each s ∈ (0, q), I ′(s) < 0 is equivalent to ∂θ(s,I)
∂s > 0 for any

I ≥ 0 �

It is easy to show that C(s, I(s, k)) = k is equivalent to

I(s, k) =
k

c
−
(
sP (γ + s

Φ)

c

)
(45)

We are now in a position to complete the proof. From claim A 2, we already know that

I ′(s) < 0 and it is easy to see that I ′′(s) = (1
c )
αθ∗2P

Φ >0 for each s ∈ (0, s(θ∗)), which shows that

I(s) is a decreasing and strictly convex function of s. From equation (45), it is easy to show that

I ′(s, k) = −1
c

(
γP + 2sP

Φ

)
< 0 while I ′′(s, k) = −(1

c )
2P
Φ < 0. As a result, the function I(s, k) is a

decreasing and strictly concave function of s for any k > 0 �

Proof of proposition 3. Since the optimization program is a linear programming problem, the

solution is either (0, I) or (s, 0) and note that θ < θ∗ is equivalent to −v + D + qP (θ∗α − 1) > 0.

Consider the pure equity solution. It is easy to show that I = qP (αθ∗−1)−(v−D)
1−c > 0 so that

C(0, I) = c
1−c(qP (αθ∗ − 1)− (v −D)) > 0. Consider now the pure asset sale solution. It is easy to

show that s = qP (αθ∗−1)−(v−D))
αPθ∗ > 0 so that C(s, 0) = γ[qP (αθ∗−1)−(v−D)]

αθ∗ > 0. Let cu be the critical

spread for which C(s, 0) = C(0, I). Since C(s, 0) = C(0, I)⇐⇒ cu
1−cu = γ

αθ∗ , this yields the desired

critical spread cu = γ
γ+αθ∗ . It is easy to show that c < cu is equivalent to C(s, 0) > C(0, I) so that it

is optimal to issue new equity only, i.e., (s∗, I∗) = (0, I). Solving θ(0, I∗) = θ∗ yields I∗ = αqPθ∗−E
1−c .

When c > cu, it is optimal to only sell assets. Solving θ(s∗, 0) = θ∗ yields s∗ = q − E
αPθ∗ �

Proof of proposition 4. Instead of solving the optimization problem using Kuhn and Tucker, we

make use of the speci�c problem under consideration and we use the fact that we have only two

variables s and I. By inserting equation (44) into the cost function C(s, I), we thus obtain a cost

function C(s, I(s, θ∗)) ≡ C(s) that only depends on s. The optimization problem thus reduces to a

uni-dimensional minimization problem. Since C ′′(s) > 0 for each s ∈ (0, q), i.e., the cost function

is convex in s, it thus follows that s∗ such that C ′(s∗) = 0 is a global minimum. Computations of

C ′(s∗) = 0 is equivalent to

s∗ =

αθ∗c
1−c (1 + q

Φ)−
(
γ + cq

(1−c)Φ

)
2
Φ(1 + αθ∗c

1−c )
=

(αθ∗(1 + q
Φ) + γ − q

Φ)c− γ
2
Φ(αθ∗ − 1)c+ 2

Φ

(46)

We notice that and it su�ces now to solve s∗(cl) = 0, i.e., to solve αθ∗cl
1−cl (1 + q

Φ)−
(
γ + clq

(1−cl)Φ

)
= 0

to obtain the desired critical spread cl. When c < cl, since s∗ is non-negative, s∗ = 0 and it is thus

optimal to only issue new equity, I∗ = I(θ∗) = αqPθ∗−E
1−c this concludes the �rst part of the proof.

Consider now the highest critical spread ch. We �rst note that s∗(c) is a strictly increasing

function and

I(s) =
1

1− c
(θ∗α(q − s)P (1− s

Φ
)− E +

qPs

Φ
) (47)
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is a strictly decreasing function of s between 0 and q. So I(s∗(c)) is a strictly decreasing function

of c.

To prove the existence and uniqueness of ch, assume that c = 1. In such a case, ∂θ(s,I)∂I = 0 while
∂C(s,I)
∂I > 0 for each ∈ [0, q) and each I ≥ 0 so that I∗ = 0 when c = 1. Therefore there exists a

critical spread ch ∈ (0, 1) such that I(s∗(ch)) = 0 and for all c > ch we have s∗ = s(θ∗) and I∗ = 0.

We �nd the expression of s(θ∗) by solving I(s(θ∗)) = 0 (it is the smaller root of the polynomial

I(s)):

I(s) = 0 ⇐⇒ αP
θ∗

Φ
s2 +

(
qP

Φ
− αPθ∗(1 +

q

Φ
)

)
s+ (D − v − qP + αPθ∗q) = 0 (48)

The discriminant ∆ is equal to:

∆ =

(
αPθ∗(1 +

q

Φ
)− qP

Φ

)2

− 4
(αPθ∗)2q

Φ

(
1− θ

θ∗

)
(49)

And the left root s(θ∗) is equal to:

s(θ∗) =
αPθ∗(1 + q

Φ)− qP
Φ −

√
∆

2αPθ∗

Φ

(50)

To �nd the expression of ch, we solve: s∗(ch) = s(θ∗) ⇐⇒ (αθ∗(1 + q
Φ) + γ − q

Φ)ch − γ =

s(θ∗) 2
Φ(αθ∗ − 1)ch + 2

Φ .

Which gives:

ch =
γ + 2

Φs(θ
∗)

γ + αθ∗ − q
Φ(1− αθ∗) + 2

Φs(θ
∗)(1− αθ∗)

(51)

7.3 Computation of the critical threshold ch

7.3.1 The case of Deutsche Bank

First, we compute ∆:

∆ = (25, 3%× 18, 9%× (1 + 1, 8%)− 1, 8%)2 − 4× (25, 3%× 18, 9%)2 × 1, 8%× (1− 16, 6%

18, 9%
) (52)

≈ 9, 21× 10−4

Then, we can compute s(θ∗):

s(θ∗) =
25, 3%× 18, 9%× (1 + 1, 8%)− 1, 8%−

√
9, 21× 10−4

2× 25, 3%× 18, 9%× 1,8%
1410

≈ 269 (53)
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And �nally we can compute ch:

ch =
0.05% + 2× 1,8%

1410 × 269

0.05% + 25.3%× 18.9%− 1.8%(1− 25.3%× 18.9%) + 2× 1,8%
1410 × 269× (1− 25, 3%× 18, 9%)

≈ 19, 5%

(54)

7.3.2 The case of Unicredit

First, we compute ∆:

∆ = (45, 7%× 15%× (1 + 1, 3%)− 1, 3%)2 − 4× (45, 7%× 15%)2 × 1, 3%× (1− 11, 66%

15%
) (55)

≈ 3, 131× 10−3

Then, we can compute s(θ∗):

s(θ∗) =
45, 7%× 15%× (1 + 1, 3%)− 1, 3%−

√
3, 131× 10−3

2× 45, 7%× 15%× 1,3%
846

≈ 230 (56)

And �nally we can compute ch:

ch =
0.21% + 2× 1,3%

846 × 230

0.21% + 45, 7%× 15%− 1.8%(1− 45, 7%× 15%) + 2× 1,3%
846 × 230× (1− 45, 7%× 15%)

≈ 14, 07%

(57)
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7.4 Critical spread for European banks with total assets between e200 billion

and e300 billion

Bayern LB (Germany). As of December 2016, the RWA is equal to e65.20 billion, CET1 is equal

to e9.54 billion while the total capital is equal to e11.05 billion. The total capital ratio thus is

equal to 17%. The total value of the assets is equal to e212.15 billion and the value of cash is equal

to e2.1 billion so that qP = 210.05. From these data, α = 31%. Since CET1 is equal to 14.7%,

when the bank raises e0.5 billion, the CET1 capital ratio moves to 15.45%, i.e., it increases by 75

bps. As a result, the total capital ratio, which becomes the target, is now is equal to θ∗ = 17.7%.

By estimating γ using the years 2015, 2016, we �nd respectively a value equal to 0.20% and 0.184%

so that the average is equal to γ = 0.192%. It thus follows from equation (17) that

cuBayern = 3.38%. (58)

Banque Postale (France). As of December 2016, the RWA is equal to e59.53 billion, CET1

is equal to e8.17 billion while the total capital is equal to e11.55 billion. The total capital ratio

thus is equal to 19.4%. The total value of the assets is equal to e229.6 billion and the value of cash

is equal to e2.7 billion so that qP = 226.9. From these data, α = 26.2%. Since CET1 is equal to

13.7%, when the bank raises e0.5 billion, the CET1 capital ratio moves to 14.5%, i.e., it increases

by almost 80 bps. As a result, the total capital ratio, which becomes the target, is now is equal

to θ∗ = 20.24%. By estimating γ using the years 2015, 2016, we �nd respectively a value equal to

0.325% and 0.3% so that the average is equal to γ = 0.3125%. It thus follows from equation (17)

that

cuBP = 5.6% (59)

SABADELL (Spain). As of December16 2016, the RWA is equal to e86.07 billion, CET1 is

equal to e10.33 billion while the total capital is equal to e11.851 billion. The total capital ratio thus

is equal to %. The total value of the assets is equal to e212.5 billion and the value of cash is equal

to e11.68 billion so that qP = 200.82. From these data, α = 42.8%. Since CET1 is equal to 12 %,

when the bank raises e0.5 billion, the CET1 capital ratio moves to 12.6%, i.e., it increases by 60

bps. As a result, the total capital ratio, which becomes the target, is now is equal to θ∗ = 14.35%.

By estimating γ using the years 2015, 2016, we �nd respectively a value equal to 0.351% and 0.353%

so that the average is equal to γ = 0.352%. It thus follows from equation (17) that

cuSabadell = 5.4%. (60)

LBBW (Germany). As of December 2016, the RWA is equal to e77.4 billion, CET1 (fully

loaded) is equal to e11.76 billion while the total capital is equal to e16.64 billion. The total capital

ratio thus is equal to 21.5%. The total value of the assets is equal to e243.6 billion and the value

of cash is equal to e13.53 billion so that qP = 230.07. From these data, α = 33.6%. Since CET1 is

equal to 15.2 %, when the bank raises e0.5 billion, the CET1 capital ratio moves to 15.83 %, i.e., it

16They placed 500 billion of Tier 2 capital in 2016.
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increases by 63 bps. As a result, the total capital ratio, which becomes the target, is now is equal

to θ∗ = 22.15%. By estimating γ using the years 2015, 2016, we �nd respectively a value equal to

0.18% and 0.0043% so that the average17 is equal to γ = 0.093%. It thus follows from equation (17)

that

cuLBBW = 1.23% (61)

KBC (Belgium). As of December 2016, the RWA is equal to e78.48 billion, CET1 is equal to

e12.65 billion while the total capital is equal to 16.24 ebillion. The total capital ratio thus is equal

to 20.7%. The total value of the assets is equal to e239.33 billion and the value of cash is equal to

e20.14 billion so that qP = 219.2. From these data, α = 35.8%. Since CET1 is equal to 14.3%,

when the bank raises e0.5 billion, the CET1 capital ratio moves to 14.95%, i.e., it increases by 43

bps. As a result, the total capital ratio, which becomes the target, is now is equal to θ∗ = 21.33%.

By estimating γ using the years 2015, 2016, we �nd respectively a value equal to 1.06% and 0.924%

so that the average is equal to γ = 0.99%. It thus follows from equation (17) that

cuKBC = 11.48% (62)
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